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Learning with Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud 

platform, offering a wide range of fully featured services from data centers globally. Millions of 

customers - including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises, and leading government 

agencies - are using AWS to lower costs, become more agile, and innovate faster.

Why learn with AWS?

If you or your organization uses or is planning to use AWS cloud technology, AWS original trainings 

will give you the opportunity to qualify as an expert specifically for AWS cloud applications and 

platforms.

What is learning with AWS like?

In a virtual live training environment, AWS-certified trainers provide a mixture of theoretical input, 

practical exercises and personal feedback. The courses are between one and several days long. You 

can deepen your skills with the extensive additional learning material provided by AWS.

Can I complete courses at my own pace?

Live trainings are delivered virtually over a fixed period of time. You will need to attend the full length 

of the training to obtain a certificate of completion. All AWS trainers are experienced in supporting 

participants with differing learning needs and speed.

Do I have to complete all courses on my learning path?

No, you may pick and choose the courses that suit you best and continue with the next course on 

your learning path on a later stage, if preferred.

What is the program language?

Live trainings are available mainly in English and German. You can find additional study material in 

some other languages, too.

How long will each course take?

Courses are between 1 and 3 days. You may wish to deepen your skills using the extensive self-study 

material provided free of charge by AWS.
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Can I also learn on a mobile device?

You will need to log on via a desktop PC or Laptop to be able to take the exercises and work on 

projects. No specific software requirements or admin rights are needed. Virtual training is delivered on 

the platform GoToTraining (GTT). Participants can either install the app or connect via a URL. They 

can test their connection to GTT prior to the session.

If you are interested in an AWS training, the AWS Training and Certification platform offers you 

a multitude of options!

• You are new to AWS Cloud or already have some skills that you would like to deepen? The AWS 

Tech and Business Essentials courses offer a basic level of AWS-specific capabilities without any 

prior knowledge (free of charge). --> Click here

• You already are an experienced AWS user? Then, AWS offers the opportunity to take part in

various advanced role-based courses to consolidate or expand your knowledge (fees apply). --

> Click here

• On-Demand Inhouse Trainings: You would like to skill up your team and are interested in an 

exclusive group training? In this case, we offer in-house training at reduced rates from a 

minimum number of 11 participants. If your team is smaller, but you are interested in in-house 

training nonetheless, please contact us. We are happy to coordinate a joint group training with 

colleagues from other small teams across the Bertelsmann Group. Are you 

interested in AWS team trainings? Please contact us via university@bertelsmann.com.

Organizational

Legal

Is the time spent learning the curriculum content considered working time?

Arrangements with regards to working hours will need to be individually agreed on-site with the 

respective supervisor. Thus, the regulation is made in consultation with the local human resources 

department.
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https://aws.amazon.com/de/training/events/?get-certified-vilt-courses-cards.sort-by=item.additionalFields.startDateSort&get-certified-vilt-courses-cards.sort-order=asc&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTVRBNU5qQmtPVFV3WldJMiIsInQiOiJwVzh0K1MwcTluVExsK1B2emdqa2lDTkFtVm13dFdCenljazBFSkhSZVFVbXB0NjNjRGFteVNjRjlPQzJWNEMzcnp1cWFpd2FUUzk3eWFqWEF0WUF4UT09In0%3D&awsf.get-certified-vilt-locations=location%23emea
https://www.aws.training/LearningLibrary?filters=language%3A1&tab=classroom
mailto:university@bertelsmann.com


Data Protection

What rights do employees have in connection with data protection?

As data subjects, participants have a right of access, rectification, deletion, restriction of processing, 

data transferability and a right of objection. Participants also have the right to lodge a complaint with 

the applicable data protection authority.

The contact partner for data protection at Bertelsmann can be reached at the following address:

https://aws.amazon.com/privacy/?nc1=h_ls

The contact partner for data protection at Bertelsmann can be reached at the following address: 

datenschutz@bertelsmann.de

Which personal data are transmitted by Bertelsmann and vice-versa?

The enrollment takes place directly via the AWS learning platform, so you determine what personal 

information will be shared.

peoplenet & Reporting

Will the participation be uploaded to the employee’s peoplenet learning plan/learning history?

Since the registration is done directly via the AWS platform in this case, please discuss the recording 

of the participation in the peoplenet history with your local HR department.

Contact

Who can I turn to if I have more questions?

• For Bertelsmann-specific questions (e.g. working time, peoplenet), please contact your local 

human resources department.

• For general questions on the course program, and for user support, please contact: 

university@bertelsmann.com

• For specific questions about courses or programs, please contact AWS directly:

aws-dach-training@amazon.com
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